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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present a model based on the 
Neural Network (NN) for classifying Arabic texts. We propose 
the use of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) as a preproces-
sor of NN to reduce the data in terms of both size as well as 
dimensionality so that the input data become more classifiable 
and faster for the convergence of the training process used 
in the NN model. To test the effectiveness of the proposed 
model, experiments were conducted using an in-house collected 
Arabic corpus for text categorization. The results showed that 
the proposed model was able to achieve high categorization 
effectiveness as measured by precision, recall and F-measure. 
Experimental result shows that the ANN model using SVD is 
better than the basic ANN on Arabic text classification.
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1. Introduction

Text categorization is the process of grouping texts into one or 
more predefined categories based on their content. Due to the 
increased availability of documents in digital form and the rapid 
growth of online information, text categorization has become one 
of the key techniques for handling and organizing text data.

Automatic text categorization have been used in many applica-
tions such as real time sorting of files into folder hierarchies, topic 
identifications, dynamic task-based interests, automatic meta-
data organization, text filtering and documents organization for 
databases and web pages [29][31][38]. Several methods have 
been used for text classification [30][31][37] such as: Support 
Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Artificial 
Neural Networks, Naïve Bayes probabilistic Classifier, and Deci-
sion Trees.

However, a majority of Machine Learning algorithms have 
been tested in automatic Arabic text classification. The work in 
Arabic Text Classification using Neural Network is very limited. 
Neural network is a popular classification method, it can handle 
linear and nonlinear problems for text categorization, and both 

of linear [22] and nonlinear [18] classifier can achieve good 
results [39]. Neural networks have been widely applied by many 
researchers to classify the text documents with different types 
of feature vectors. Wermeter [35] has used the document title 
as the vectors to be used for a document categorization. Lam 
et al. [18] have used the principal component analysis (PCA) 
method as a feature reduction technique of the input data to 
the neural networks.

The goal of this paper is to present and compare results ob-
tained against Arabic text collections using Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) algorithm. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows: Section 2 summaries related works in Arabic 
text categorization. Section 3 presents the main aspects of the 
MLP NN, while Section 4 provides the details of our design for 
the NN method to classify Arabic texts using the singular value 
decomposition to reduce the space of the features. Section 5 
reports the results of our performance evaluation. Finally, we 
conclude in Section 5 with directions for future work.

2. Related work in Arabic text categorization

Many researchers have been working on text categorization 
in English and other European languages, however few 
researchers work on text categorization for Arabic language. El-
Kourdi et. al. [9] used naive bayes algorithm for automatic Arabic 
document classification. The average accuracy reported was 
about 68.78%. Sawaf et. al. [30] used statistical classification 
methods such as maximum entropy to classify and cluster 
News articles. The best classification accuracy they reported 
was 62.7%.

El-Halees [8] described a method based on association rules to 
classify Arabic documents. The classification accuracy reported 
was 74.41%. Duwairi [7] proposed a distance-based classifier 
for categorizing Arabic text. The average accuracy reported 
was 0.62 for the recall and 0.74 for the precision. Syiam et. 
al. [33] experimental results show that the suggested hybrid 
method of statistical and light stemmers is the most suitable 
stemming algorithm for Arabic language and gives generaliza-
tion accuracy of about 98%. Mesleh [21] described a support 
vector machines based text classification system for Arabic 
language articles. The system effectiveness for Arabic data set 
in term of F-measure is 88.11. Al-Harbi et. al. [1] evaluated the 
performance of two popular classification algorithms (SVM and 
C5.0) on classifying Arabic text using seven Arabic corpora. The 
SVM average accuracy is 68.65%, while the average accuracy 
for the C5.0 is 78.42%.
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3. Artificial neural networks

Neural Networks (NNs) have been extensively used in real 
world applications, as they can be trained to approximate 
the responses originated from most of the physical or not 
systems. This behavior can be modeled in a way that makes 
future estimations to similar inputs feasible and with good 
results. In practice, there are two kinds of NN architectures, the 
feedforward NNs and the feedback or recurrent ones applied 
in totally different problem domains [14]. 

In our framework one kind of NNs with no feedback loops is used 
and tested over its performance on the classification space: 
the multilayer perceptron (MLP) as the most appropriate for 
on-line function approximation [14]. The MLP NN architecture 
has already been studied in various areas of research, such as 
dynamic systems [23], channel equalization in signal process-
ing [16], voice recognition [11], and whenever efficient, stable 
and low resource real time estimation is required (given that 
the utilized NNs have a small number of nodes).

3.1 Multi layer back-propagation neural network 
A Multilayer-perceptron (MLP) is a common NN architecture 
applied in many areas of research, when solutions to diverse 
and difficult problems are required [4]. Typically, a MLP is a 
structure trained to map specific inputs to outputs through 
nonlinear functionality. 

This mapping is performed by passing inputs to outputs through 
one or more strongly connected hidden layers of computation 
nodes and a final layer of output nodes. Critical parameters 
affecting the NN’s performance are: the number of the hidden 
layers, their corresponding neurons, the NN’s weights and the 
hidden layers’ transfer functions. 

The former are decided by the complexity of the problem and 
most of the times require extensive experiments to identify an 
adequate solution [12]. Regarding the network weights, the 
MLPs use the error back-propagation algorithm [27] to train 
their values on the supervised learning phase. For the transfer 
functions we can select among various different species [6]. 

Using neural networks, the problem of text categorization 
can be solved by using back-propagation. The classification 
decision for any document of reasonable size is based on 
the combined evidence from many sources. Each word is a 
source to classify a document [24]. In this paper, a three layer 
feed-forward neural network with hyperbolic tangent (tanh) 
activation function in the hidden layer, followed by a linear 
output layer is employed. The neural network is trained with 
back-propagation algorithm. The inputs are the components 
of the document vector, and the outputs are the document cat-
egories. The structure of the three layered back-propagation 
neural network is shown in Figure 1.

4. Arabic text categorization model

This section discusses how the NN method is used Arabic text 
categorization. The processing via the NN method involves 
three steps, namely data pre-processing, training and testing, 
as depicted in Figure 2. The Feature Extraction refers to the 
data pre-processing using SVD method, the details concerning 
will be discussed. For the training dataset, once we obtain the 
selected features, we feed them into the neural network and 
generate a text classifier. For each test text, we use the classifier 
to verify the efficiency of NN model.

The whole process includes several steps. First, all texts are 
transformed into term-document matrix (T-D matrix). In the T-D 
matrix, the column denotes the terms used in the text dataset 
and each row denotes one text. Each value in one row is the 
frequency of terms used in one text. Second, T-D matrix is 
transformed based on SVD to reduce its dimensionality. Third, 
the transformed T-D matrix is divided into two parts: training 
set and testing set. Generally, testing set is about one third of 
the whole dataset. Then, the training set is used to train the 
NN model to learn new patterns. Finally, testing set is input to 
NN model and classified to different category.

4.1 Preprocessing
The document in text categorization system must pass 
through a set of steps: document conversion which converts 
different types of documents into plain text, Stop words like 
prepositions and particles are considered insignificant words 
and must be removed. Words must be stemmed after stop 
words removal. Stemming is the process of removing the 
affixes from the word and extracting the word root [2][3][5][17]
[19][33]. After applying preprocessing routines, document is 
passed by document indexing process which involves creation 
of internal representation of the document. The first phase of 
the indexing process consists of the construction of the super 
vector containing all terms that appears in all the documents 
of the corpus. The second phase is term selection which can 
be seen as a form of dimensionality reduction by selecting a 
subset of terms from the full original set of terms in the super 
vector according to some criteria, this subset are expected to 
yield the best effectiveness, or the best compromise between 
effectiveness and efficiency [20][26][36]. The third phase is term 
weighting in which, for every term selected in the second phase 
and for every document, a weight is computed which represents 
how much this term contributes to the discriminative semantics 
of the document [28]. 

4.1.1 Singular value decomposition (SVD)
 SVD produces a new representation space of the observations 
starting from the initial descriptors by preserving the proximity 
between the examples [25]. These new features known as 
”factors” or ”latent variables” have several very advantageous 
properties: (a) their interpretation very often allows to detect 
patterns in the initial space; (b) a very reduced number of 
factors allows to restore information contained in the data; 
(c) the new features form an orthogonal basis, learning Figure 1. Typical three layered back-propagation neural network

Figure 2. The overview of Arabic text NN classifier
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algorithms such as linear discriminant analysis work well [13]. 
This process is often used in microarray data analysis [34] or 
text retrieval [15], fields where the initial number of descriptors 
is very high and where the dimensionality reduction is crucial 
before data analysis.

For SVD, The whole system is defined with the word-document 
co-occurrence matrix, in which each row represents a word 
and each column represents a document. The elements of the 
matrix contain the frequencies with which the words appear in 
the documents. Looking at this matrix, the documents appear 
as vectors in a high-dimensional space where the orthonormal 
axes represent the vocabulary words. Consider the words vec-
tors, i.e. the rows in the word-document co-occurrence matrix. 
If we multiply the co-occurrence matrix by its transpose, we 
obtain the correlation matrix of the words. This matrix indicates 
how much words are correlated, or carry the same information. 
If an eigenvalue decomposition is performed on this matrix, the 
most significant information axes can be chosen and words 
can be projected in this informative subspace. Performing the 
eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrix is equivalent 
to performing the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the 
co-occurrence matrix. The most informative singular vectors 
are then considered defining a latent semantic subspace. The 
neglected less informative singular vectors are supposed to 
carry noise and redundant information due to style, confusion…
etc. Hereafter, the different steps to compute the singular value 
decomposition are provided.

First, the word-document co-occurrence matrix, noted A, is 
computed. Next, a singular value decomposition (SVD) tech-
nique is applied on A. A can be decomposed into the product 
of three other matrices:

A = U S V T (1)

where U and V are the matrices of left and right singular vectors 
matrices and S is the diagonal matrix of singular values, i.e. the 
non-negative square root of the eigenvalues of A.AT. The first 
columns of U and V define the orthonormalized eigenvectors 
associated with the non-zero eigenvalues of A.AT and AT.A re-
spectively. By choosing the n largest singular values the space 
can be furthermore reduced, eliminating some of the noise due 
to style or non-informative words:

An = Un Sn Vn
T (2)

In this n-dimensional space the ith word wi is encoded:

xi = ui Sn / ||ui  Sn|| (3)

where ui Sn is the i th row of the matrix Un Sn. the SVD is an ef-
fective data cleaning process, by selecting the p best factors, 
we reject negligible information contained in the data. Thus, it is 
possible to reconstruct an approximate version of original data 
from the selected factors and projection vectors.

4.2 Neural network training 
Training is accomplished by calculating the derivative of the 
network’s error with respect to each weight in the network when 
presented a particular input pattern. This derivative indicates 
which direction each weight should be adjusted to reduce the 
error. Each weight is modified by taking a small step in this 
direction. With a nonzero momentum factor, a fraction of the 
previous weight change is added to the new weight value. 
Notably, this accelerates learning in some cases. The patterns 
in the training set are traversed one-by-one. A pass through all 
the training patterns is called an epoch. 

The training data is repetitively presented for multiple epochs, 
until a specified number of epochs have been reached. After 
each epoch, the error of the network applied to the validation set 
of patterns is calculated. If the current network scores the low-
est error so far on the validation set, this network’s weights are 
saved. At the conclusion of training, the network’s best weights 
are used to calculate the network’s error on the testing set.

5. Experiments 

5.1 Data Set 
In order to measure the performance of our model the collection 
of index terms from the training corpus is used. We used a 
specific corpus of prophetic traditions or “Hadiths’ (Say’s of 
prophet ‘Peace Be Upon Him’) collected from the Prophetic 
encyclopedia (Alkotob Altissâa, “The Nine Book”) [10]. It is 
characterized by the specialization of its domain. It includes 453 
documents distributed over 14 categories (see. Table 1). 

Our dataset has 5743 tokens from 14 major categories. The 
numbers of words collected from all the categories after the pre-
processing step is 1065 word. These words are combined and 
sorted. Words of length less than 3 bytes are removed from the 
list. Some word ending characters are removed. Unique words 
are identified and arranged on the basis of their frequency of 
occurrences. The stop words, very high frequency words and 
very low frequency words are removed. 

Table 1 represents the number of documents for each category 
for this corpus. Following the steps of the text classification 
model, we have removed the Arabic stop words and we have 
applied a light stemming process. We have used one half of the 
Arabic data set for testing the classifier and one half for training 
the text categorization classifier.

Category name # of training documents 

Faith 23

Koran 24

Knowledge 22

Crimes 22

Al-Djihad 24

Good Manners 31

Past Generations 17

Biography  16

Judgments 24

Worships  23

Behaviors 25

Food  31

Clothes  34

Personal States 24

Total 453

Table 1. Number of documents per category for Hadith corpus

5.2 Evaluation criteria
For text categorization task, we use standard evaluation criteria 
if possible, to give a possibility for comparing the methods and 
tasks with other works.

Precision: 
found classes #

found classes correct #P =

 
(4)
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Recall: 
 

(5)

Both quality measures in combination define the so called 
F-measure:

F-measure: 
PR
PR2F

+
⋅⋅

=
 

(6)

5.3 Preprocessing and input data  
The goal of our experiments is to evaluate the performance of 
Artificial Neural Network algorithm (ANN) on classifying Arabic 
text using the Arabic corpus described in Section 5.1. 

After the stemming and stopping processes of the terms in 
each document, we will represent them as the document-term 
frequency matrix (Docj × TFjk). Docj is referring to each document 
that exists in the corpus where j = 1…n. Term frequency TFjk is 
the number of how many times the distinct word wk occurs in 
document Docj where k = 1…m. The calculation of the terms 
weight xjk of each word wk is done by using a method that has 
been used by Salton [28] which is given by:

xj k = TFj k × idfk (7)

where the document frequency dfk is the total number of docu-
ments in the corpus that contains the word wk. The inverse 
document frequency  idfk= log(n/dfk) where n is the total number 
of documents in the corpus [32]. 

5.3.1 Input data to the neural network  
After the preprocessing of the documents, a vocabulary that 
contains all the unique words in the corpus has been created. 
We have limited the number of unique words in the vocabulary to 
1065 as the number of distinct words is big. Each of the words in 
the vocabulary represents one feature vector. Each feature vector 
contains the document-terms weight. The high dimensionality of 
feature vectors to be as an input to the neural networks is not 
practical due to poor scalability and performance [32]. 

Therefore, the SVD has been used to reduce the original feature 
vectors m = 1065 into a small number of singular factor. In our 
case, we have selected the value of d = 530 since this parameter 
performs better for Arabic texts classification compared to other 
parameters to be input to the neural networks. 

The loading factor graph for the accumulated proportion of 
eigenvalues is shown in Figure 3. The value of d contributes 
77.14% of proportions from the original feature vectors.

5.3.2 Characterization of the neural networks
The number of input layers (p) is 1065 for the Hadith corpus 
where the number of the SVD dimensions is (d=530). The 
number of hidden layers (q) for the MLP NN is 30. The 

trial and error approach has been used to find a suitable 
number of hidden layers that provide good classification 
accuracy based on the input data to the neural networks. 
The number of output layers (r) is 14 which is based on 
the number of categories in the Hadith corpus. The MLP 
error back-propagation neural network Parameters are set 
as in Table 2.

Architecture

Use hidden layer yes

Neurons in the hidden layer 30

Learning parameters

Learning rate (q) 0.050

Validation set proportion 0.2

Stopping rule

Number of iteration (I) 1000

Error rate threshold 0.001

Table 2. MLP neural network parameters

5.4. Results and analyses
5.4.1 Learning error 
In order to see how the accuracy improves with increasing 
number of iterations, Figure 4 is plotted for the error rate 
during the learning process of the basic MLP neural network. 
Figure 5 shows the error rate for the MLP neural network 
using SVD as preprocessing step. The mean square error 
(MSE) is measured for repeated training with increasing 
number of epochs.

The learning error decreases exponentially as the number of 
training epoch’s increases. We found that the error is extremely 
reduced after about 141 epochs for the MLP NN which might be 
considered as fast enough convergence for a practical system.

Figure 5. MSE vs. Epochs for the Arabic text classification using MLP 
neural networks with SVD

Figure 3. Accumulated proportion of singular factor generated by 
the SVD

classes correct #
found classes correct #R =

Figure 4. MSE vs. Epochs for the Arabic text classification using 
basic MLP neural network
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For the neural networks using SVD, we stop training after 179 
epochs for the MLP NN. The reason why we use these values 
as stop condition is that, from our experiments we find that 
these parameters can get the tradeoff between categorization 
accuracy and efficiency.

5.4.2 Classification results
In our experiments, we compare the performance by varying 
the number of dimension k from 20 to 530, the neural network’s 
input nodes number is equal to the dimension of the document 
vectors, for the ANN+SVD model, the dimension is range 
from 20 to 530, and for the basic ANN with the vector space 
model, the number of vectors is 1065. The performance of our 
categorization system is evaluated by precision, recall and 
macro-averaging F-measure. The value of macro-averaging 
F-measure is based on the value of precision and recall. 

The singular value decomposition was tested for its ability in 
encoding important information from the high dimensional fea-
ture space into a reduced feature space of much lower dimen-
sionality. We used similar testing methodology and varied the 
reduced dimensionality. We plot the Average recall, the average 
precision and the average F1 measure respectively against the 
reduced dimensionality for the MLP neural network. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the average recall for MLP and 
MLP using SVD, the dimension is range from 20 to 530. The value 
of the average recall for MLP is 49% however the average recall for 
MLP with SVD was in the range of 26%–53%. The best average 
recall values for MLP+SVD are 50%, 50%, 51%, 50% and 53% 
for the dimensions 200, 250, 300, 400 and 530 respectively. 

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the average precision for 
MLP and MLP using SVD. The value of the average recall for 
MLP is 52%. The average precision for MLP+SVD was in the 
range of 29%–55%. The best average precision values for 
MLP+SVD are 53% and 55%for the dimensions 200, 250 and 
530 respectively.

Figure 8 shows the effect of number of input factors on the NN 
classification performance with a generation number of 530. In 
general, the average F1 measure value improved with higher 
number of input factors. The average F1 with all features (1065) 
was 49% for MLP. The average F1 with SVD (530) was between 
22% and 53% for MLP. 

Figure 9 shows the F1 measure for every category. As can be 
seen from this Figure, F1 measure reaches its highest values 
67% and 79% for the Knowledge category for both MLP and 
MLP +SVD models, and the lowest value 13% for the Faith 
category for MLP and 29% for the Worships category for 
MLP+SVD. 

5.5 Discussion
From the previous experiments, we noticed that the neural 
network based Arabic text classifier was able to obtain reasonably 
average precision, recall and F1 measure values. The results 
show that neural networks trained by Back-propagation are 
effective in performing the text categorization task. For MLP 
neural network, we noticed that the overall recall, precision and 
F1 measure values for Arabic text classification increase and 
become more stable when we use SVD as features extraction 
technique. With the number of factors increasing, the accuracy 
rate increase gradually and at the dimension 530, MLP NN gets 
the best performance of 52%. 

The results also showed that singular value decomposition was 
effective in reducing the dimensionality of the feature space 
from 1065 to 530, and at the same time maintaining average 
precision, recall and F1 measure values. This represented a 
reduction rate of 50%. Furthermore, we also find that fewer 
features selected by SVD can describe the characteristic of 
Arabic texts as well as the whole original features. It shows 
that adding many unimportant features does not necessarily 
enhance the performance of classification.

The reduced size of the vectors is greatly decrease the com-
putational (training) time in both neural network models. The 
computational time on MLP with SVD method is lower than 

Figure 6. Average Recall according to the number of dimension For 
MLP NN

Figure 7. Average Precision according to the number of dimension 
For MLP NN

Figure 8. Average F1 according to the number of dimension For 
MLP NN

Figure 9. Comparison of classification results for MLP NN model
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the computational time on basic MLP. For the number of 530 
dimensions, the computational time of MLP neural network with 
SVD method is (52.4 s) very faster than the basic MLP neural 
network model (191.7 s). 

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we develop Arabic text classification model using 
neural network and singular value decomposition method. 
The introducing of singular value decomposition method has 
improved, the categorization performance, the reduced size 
of the vectors also decreased the computational time in MLP 
neural network. The employed learning technique is based 
on MLP NN. One of its advantages is that require minimal 
computational and storage resources, which makes them ideal 
for Arabic texts classification.

The experiments on “Hadith” corpus have demonstrated that 
the MLP NN model is effective in representing and classifying 
Arabic documents. The results indicate that MLP NN model us-
ing SVD method is more able to capture the non-linear relation-
ships between the input document vectors and the document 
categories than that of basic MLP NN model. 

As a future work we have planned to experiment different 
machine learning models with other feature selection and 
reduction methods. Also, more data sets and more number of 
training documents can be used to improve the language learn-
ing capability of the models. Finally, we plan to compare the 
performance of the presented NN-based learning techniques 
with other learning algorithms and methods employed for text 
categorization such as SVM, KNN, decision trees and Bayes-
ian networks.

Another perspective is the utilization of “supervised” singular 
value decomposition algorithms such as PLS (Partial Least 
Square) regression [14] which uses explicitly the information 
from the class attribute in order to build factors.
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